Presidential Address to Senate

Dear Mr. President,

I would like to propose a resolution to grant more power to the Senate. This would ensure that our government is more transparent and accountable. I believe that with this additional power, we can make significant progress in addressing the challenges we face as a nation.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
4. Settle the Manchurian question on the basis of the five-year treaty and support Chiang-Kai-Shek for a strong China.
5. Agree to a discussion of Russia's lend-lease debt to the United States: Vital.
6. Agree to a commercial air treaty on a reciprocal basis.
7. Make it plain that we have no territorial ambitions.
That we only want peace, but we'll fight for it.
The President stated at the meeting in Berlin on July 23rd, 1945, that it was evident why Russia was more amenable to reason now than a year ago. None of them had thought to say either in print or over the air that perhaps someone sent their word that an agreement could be made on a peacable basis if they wanted it. But if a peacable basis was not what Russia wanted, the U.S.A. would meet them on any other basis.
That a free Danube is necessary to Central European peace and Central European economy. That Trieste should be a free port for all Central Europe. That the Dardanelles, Keil Canal and the Chinese Danube Gateway should all be free on the same basis to all nations. That Manchuria should be Chinese, that Turkey should be a free port that Russia should have Kuriles or Sakhalin, that she should control in Japan and the Pacific. That Germany should be occupied
as an economic shock to the
four powers agreed upon at
Yalta, that Austria should not
be treated as an enemy
country. All agreed to by Russia.
But they it will also partly attach
part of East Prussia and German
army next to the Old to Poland
and had themselves annexed
Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, and
a part of East Prussia to Latvia
as well as a large area in eastern
Poland.

Hold Mr. Byrnes just one
year ago that we'd stand in justice and would not be stalled. We're pursued that policy and they're cared in just as Bever did in the coal strike. Because they are the same sort of cattle - bullies and nothing else. We only want justice and a just peace. That will have and that we'll get.

There is no difference in totalitarian states, call them Nazi, Fasist or Communist - they are all the same. The present dictatorship in Russia is as terrible as the Axis was.